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Abstract—In the context of drug discovery, a key problem is the identification of candidate molecules that affect proteins associated with diseases. Inside Janssen Pharmaceutica, the Chemogenomics project aims to derive new candidates from existing experiments through a set of machine learning predictor programs, written in single-node C++. These programs take a long time to run and are inherently parallel, but do not use multiple nodes. We show how we reimplemented the pipeline using Apache Spark, which enabled us to lift the existing programs to a multi-node cluster without making changes to the predictors. We have benchmarked our Spark pipeline against the original, which shows almost linear speedup up to 8 nodes. In addition, our pipeline generates fewer intermediate files while allowing easier checkpointing and monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION

The trajectory from a biological concept to a drug available to patients is expensive and typically spans over a decade. Drug discovery starts by mapping a disease to a scalable experiment in a test tube. This enables screening of libraries of chemicals for active compounds (hits), from which chemical starting points (leads) are selected. These leads are then taken through multiple follow-up assays in cellular systems and later animal models to optimize their potency on the intended protein targets implicated in disease, while controlling their activity on undesired targets associated with side effects. After the final step of fine-tuning delivery and dosing in test animals, the compound is transferred to drug development, where it is tested on human subjects in phases. The first phase assesses drug safety in healthy volunteers over the dose range considered. The second aims to establish proof-of-concept, i.e. a tangible clinical benefit for patients. Finally, in the third phase, a drug label is defined, which specifies the exact disease indication, i.e. patients eligible for treatment, and an optimized dosage regimen, and then quantifies the benefit in comparison to the pre-existing standard-of-care treatment. If approved, the drug label is disseminated to physicians. However, the vast majority of compounds that enter drug development do not make it through to approval.

To increase the odds of seeing the development of a drug through to the end, the drug discovery phase must identify compounds that score well on efficacy (“do they affect the desired protein?”) and selectivity (“do they only affect the desired protein?”). A study performed on drug failures [1] revealed that in 2011–2012, 56% of failures in testing phase two or three were due to lack of efficacy and a further 28% due to safety issues. One way of determining these properties is by applying the compound to several kinds of cells in a lab environment and seeing whether they have the desired effects. This is a slow and costly process, however, especially as one protein target might be affected by thousands of compounds, and one compound might affect multiple targets.

An alternative is virtual screening: the identification of candidate compounds through computation [2]–[5]. This method takes advantage of the fact that compounds with a similar structure often interact similarly with the same proteins. Inside Janssen Pharmaceutica, the Chemogenomics project attempts to identify candidate compounds by deriving information from existing compound–protein databases by means of machine learning methods [3], [6], [7]. To this end, a number of “predictor” programs have been developed. These programs construct a model by training on known entries in the compounds–targets activation matrix. This model is then used to predict activation probabilities for unknown compounds–targets combinations.

For every predictor a number of parameters can be tuned, such as the distance and similarity metrics, certain thresholds, etc. Additionally, there exist different methods for generating fingerprints of compounds, which has an impact on the quality of the model learned [8]. In the search for the best model, this parameter space needs to be explored. Additionally, to prevent overfitting [9], cross-validation is used. This is a well-known technique where a part of the training data is withheld and used to gauge the accuracy of the trained model.

The predictors are implemented as a set of separate multi-threaded programs in C++, written using Boost and Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB; [10]). Every predictor consists of a training stage, in which the program trains itself on the data in the training set, and a prediction stage where activations are predicted for the compounds. The prediction stage is implemented as a parallel pipeline in TBB, which enables the program to make use of all cores in a node. Unfortunately, the programs cannot easily be adapted to run on multiple nodes and business efforts are focused on improving the quality of prediction, not the speed.
In this paper, we show how we used Apache Spark [11] to lift the existing single-node pipeline to a pipeline usable on a multi-node cluster without modifying the original code. The result is that the current predictor programs can be applied in parallel, and newly developed predictors can enjoy the same benefits.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: section II describes the goal of the Chemogenomics project and its current pipeline. Section III summarizes the problems we encountered with that pipeline. In section IV we show the core implementation of an equivalent pipeline using Apache Spark. Section V compares the two pipelines in terms of performance and the problems outlined earlier. Similar approaches to scaling external processes are discussed in section VI. Finally, section VII ends with concluding remarks and future directions for our Spark pipeline.

II. THE CHEMOCOMPUTING PIPELINE

As mentioned in the introduction, the aim of the Chemogenomics pipeline is to identify candidate molecules that work on certain protein targets. In this section we describe the pipeline, its datasets and the parameter space that needs to be explored.

The activation rate of compounds (at a specific concentration) on targets can be plotted on a very large, very sparse matrix. The dataset used contains 330,000 compounds and 3,000 targets, with less than 0.01% of all activations known.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of what one run of the Chemogenomics pipeline looks like for a pre-selected set of training data and test data.

- The input to the pipeline consists of a compound database, which contains metadata about the compounds, and distinct sets of training and test data of the form \( \langle \text{target}, \text{compound}, 0 \rangle \).
- The predictors\(^1\) learn a model from the training data and calculate predictions for the entire targets \( \times \) compounds matrix. Each entry in the matrix represents the probability of activation according to that predictor;
- Once all predictors have calculated their predictions, the predictions are combined (“fused”, as in [7]) into one matrix.
- The output of the pipeline consists of this fused matrix, and a score which determines how accurate this matrix is when compared to the testing data.

Running the pipeline once is reasonably quick; however the goal is not just to generate the predictions, but to find the set of parameters that ensure the optimal model. To this end, every predictor will be executed a large number of times:

- As mentioned in the introduction, using different fingerprinting methods might enable better activity prediction. Each method can yield completely different results.
- For cross-validation purposes, the dataset used is split into \( n \) complementary training and testing sets. Each split will also yield different results.
- Different concentration levels of the compound might have different effects on the target (and others). To aid in finding candidate compounds that score well on selectivity, this must also be considered.
- The predictors used have one or two parameters each that can be tuned. In later stages of the project, stronger predictors such as SVM [13]–[15] will be used. These are not only slower than the current predictors, but have more parameters that can be tuned. Estimates put the parameter space for the stronger predictors at four orders of magnitude.
- Sampling is critical for deriving confidence intervals and applicability domains for teams. The number of required samples for maximum scientific value is estimated at 100.

A back-of-the-envelope calculation with five different fingerprinting methods, five folds and five concentration levels yields an estimate of \( 5 \times 5 \times 5 \times 0.000 \times 100 = 125,000,000 \) runs of individual predictors.

Each of these runs generates (at an absolute minimum) \( 330,000 \times 3,000 \times 4 \) bytes \( \approx 4GB \) of predictions. The prediction fusion at the end of the pipeline merges the output of several predictors for the same parameters and input into one file. Even with this reduction, it is not feasible to store the output of more than a few runs. Fortunately the goal of the Chemogenomics project is to discover the optimal set of parameters, so the generated predictions can be discarded once their score has been determined.

III. PROBLEMS

We analyzed the individual programs in the Chemogenomics project and the pipeline itself. This yielded several “low-hanging fruit” optimizations. Going forward, we assume that subsequent optimizations will yield diminishing returns.

During initial attempts to lift the Chemogenomics pipeline, we discovered a number of problems:

**Problem 1: Using multiple nodes**
As stated, the existing pipeline does not support multiple nodes. Adapting the current code, even to something like Intel Concurrent Collections [16], requires significant reworking.

**Problem 2: Intermediate storage**
As calculated in the previous section, the most compact storage for a full run of the testing dataset requires on the order of 4GB. For intermediate storage, however, the speed of generation is far more important. Additionally, calculating predictions for different compounds — given the same training data and parameters — requires that the different outputs can be merged easily. For these two reasons, the output typically contains (compound, probability) pairs, grouped by target. This significantly increases the space used by intermediate results. For example, using flat files to store prediction results from one predictor on the data set used in this paper requires 40GB of storage.

\( \footnote{The Parzen–Rosenblatt predictor and others are based on the predictors presented in [12], with as yet unpublished improvements made by a team at the University of Linz.} \)
Problem 3: Job management
Currently, every step of the pipeline happens on the same machine, in series. This is easy to implement and maintain, but there is no opportunity for checking the status of a run or recovering if a predictor or the entire node crashes.

Problem 4: Folds and sampling
Folds and cross-validation are critical instruments to improve the accuracy and scientific validity of the models produced. With the addition of sampling, hundreds of variations on the same dataset must be generated and stored. Distributing these variants to worker nodes puts a significant burden on the network as more nodes are added.

In the next section we discuss how our Chemogenomics pipeline, implemented using Spark, tackles these problems.

IV. Spark pipeline
This section first describes the Spark [11] programming model and runtime, and then shows how our Spark implementation lifted the Chemogenomics pipeline to multiple nodes. In addition, we evaluate various forms of intermediate storage.

A. Spark
Apache Spark consists of two parts: the first part is a programming model that creates a dependency graph. The second part is a runtime system which uses this graph to schedule work units on a cluster, and also transports code and data to worker nodes.

At the core of Spark programming model is the Resilient Distributed Dataset or RDD. An RDD is a homogenous collection of objects, combined with a partitioning function. This partitioning function assigns elements of the collection to partitions. RDDs can be constructed from native collections or from Cassandra, HBase, etc. RDDs can also be constructed from files on a local or remote filesystem like AmazonS3 or the Hadoop distributed filesystem [17]. Once constructed, the programmer can perform transformations (map, filter, etc) and actions (toArray, length, etc) on the RDD. Transformations are not performed immediately on the RDD; rather, they return a new RDD which depends on the old RDD. When the programmer performs an action on an RDD, all transformations are applied.

Spark also gives the programmer control over the storage of intermediate RDDs. By default, Spark is allowed to discard partitions and recompute them when memory is tight. If an RDD is expensive to recompute or if it is used several times, the programmer can indicate that the Spark runtime should persist it to a local cache. This caching ranges from in-memory caching (very fast but limited by memory) to on-disk caching (slow but plentiful). When a persisted RDD is no longer needed, the programmer can manually unpersist it or wait for it to be automatically freed when the Spark job ends.

A final note on the programming model is the transportation of values in Spark. Consider a transformation that looks up values in a shared HashMap. The programmer writes something akin to the following:

```java
someRDD.map { x => ... map.get(x) ... }
```

where x is an element of someRDD, and the get method is used to look up the element in map. In order to execute this transformation on the various worker nodes, the code in braces must be accompanied by all external variables it references. In this case, for every partition of the RDD that is transformed, a copy of the map is sent along with the code. To solve
this problem, Spark provides broadcast variables, which are efficiently broadcast once to all worker nodes in the cluster. The value that is sent along with the code is then simply an identifier for the broadcast variable.

The Spark runtime is organized in stages, where every stage computes the result of an action applied to an RDD, and any transformations used to construct the RDD. Because RDDs are partitioned, transformations can be computed in parallel per partition. There are two kinds of transformations: “narrow” transformations — where each partition in the parent RDD is only used by at most one partition in the child RDD — and “wide” transformations, where a partition can be used multiple times. This distinction enables the Spark scheduler to exploit parallelism on a per-partition basis.

Spark is sometimes compared to the MapReduce [18] algorithm, of which Hadoop is the most popular implementation. For example, [19] states that MapReduce programs have a fixed topology as the name implies (map input data onto key-value pairs; group pairs by key; reduce values by key). By contrast, Spark programs can express more programs through various combinations of RDDs and transformations on them. For further comparison between MapReduce and Spark, we defer to [18].

Bux et al. [20] present an overview of scientific workflow management systems. Their overview is split along three dimensions: the kind of parallelism supported, the deployment options and the scheduling algorithm. Let us briefly evaluate Apache Spark among these three dimensions. First, Apache Spark supports data-, task- and pipeline parallelism using respectively partitioning, the stages in the scheduler and the merging of transformations in case of narrow dependencies. Secondly, Apache Spark can be deployed to either standalone nodes, or nodes in a cluster or cloud. Finally, Apache Spark is firmly in the “dynamic scheduling” camp, as the scheduler works in stages and supports recomputing partitions when needed.

B. Implementation

In this section we describe our Spark implementation of the Chemogenomics pipeline, titled S-CHEMO (pronounced like “eskimo”). As the name implies, it makes use of Apache Spark, using the Scala [21] programming language. Scala is a programming language that combines the object-oriented paradigm of Java with aspects from functional programming such as local type inference, functional combinators and immutable datastructures.

In order to launch S-CHEMO, a number of inputs and parameters must be provided. The first input is the path to the compound database, which was discussed earlier in section II. The second input is the path to the training data; if folds are required, these are generated on demand. Next, the predictors can be chosen along with extra parameters, both specific or common to all predictors. The predictor parameters are specified in a JSON file. Finally, the output format (see next subsection) and destination must be given.

Figure 2 shows the core of the pipeline. The parts of the pipeline that are not shown include configuration and parameterization code, as well as the specifics of how to invoke predictors. It consists of four parts, as indicated by vertical whitespace:

1) The database is queried for all compounds. An RDD is then created from these compounds, split up in partitions of config.chunkSize elements each. A smaller chunk size has the benefit of losing less work if a node crashes, but higher overhead as the Spark scheduler needs to create and monitor more jobs. Additionally, more jobs means more time spent merging at the end of the pipeline.

2) The glom transformation makes the partitions from the previous step explicit as Arrays, and the zipWithIndex transformation assigns each subsequent partition a sequence number. This number identifies the partition as it is written to disk and processed.

3) The third step is the most computationally- and IO-intensive. It is responsible for running all configured predictors (here in the predictors variable) on the given partition. This results in one slice of the targets times compounds matrix for each of the predictors. These slices can be immediately fused together, discarding the intermediate one-predictor slices. The output of this step is thus an RDD of fused slices of the targets times compounds matrix. Note the difference between the inner and the outer map calls: the outer one is called on an RDD so the Spark scheduler can perform it in parallel across multiple nodes. The inner map, meanwhile, is on a Scala sequence, so the predict calls are performed one by one on the same node.

4) The final step in the pipeline merges all fused slices to produce the final model. The reduce action requires its argument function to be associative and commutative, such that the Spark runtime can merge slices as jobs are finished. In our case, the mergeFused function copies non-overlapping slices of the targets times compounds matrix to the final output, so it is both associative and commutative. In the case of flat files (one of the file formats supported), simply concatenating output files suffices.

After submitting the job to the Spark cluster, the progress can be monitored using the built-in monitoring tools. Once the job is completed, the finished model can be retrieved from the output destination specified when the job was started.

C. Choice of output and intermediate formats

As part of the effort to lift the existing pipeline to multi-node clusters, different kinds of output formats were discussed with the development team at Janssen. When the code was originally developed, there were three requirements that influenced the choice of output formats: first of all, writing output files must be fast, as every predictor generates a lot of output. The second requirement was that multiple threads must be able to writing output simultaneously, since the predictor code is multi-threaded. The final requirement was that the format in question could be accessed from at least C/C++, Python and R (the latter two are primarily used for analysis). The addition of the Spark pipeline adds an additional requirement: it must
be reasonably fast to merge the target × compounds slices of multiple nodes together to form the final matrix.

With these criteria in mind, the following output formats were considered:

Flat files were the default output format during the development and initial runs of the Chemogenomics pipeline inside Janssen. This output format generates one file per target, with lines that contain compound–activation probability pairs. This format satisfies all the original criteria. Since it is line-based, merging flat files is trivial.

HDF5 [22] is a hierarchical data format expressly designed for scientific applications. The main data type it supports is a dataset: a (multidimensional) array of values. These are organized in a tree, which can be traversed by means of a UNIX-style path. An early study done in-house showed that writing to HDF5 was substantially faster than writing to flat files. The official HDF5 library (libhdf5) supports C and C++, and bindings exist for Python and R. However, this library has one significant drawback: it is not thread-safe, especially with regards to writing. We integrated HDF5 into the Janssen predictors using a global lock, effectively serializing writes. As expected, this change nullifies the advantage of HDF5 as only one thread can write to the file at the same time. There is also no ready-made solution to merge HDF5 files, but the data is grouped per target so probabilities can be appended reasonably easily.

Redis [23] is an in-memory key-value store, designed for very fast writes and reads. The keys are simple strings, while the values can be one of the following data structures: strings, lists, (sorted) sets and hash tables. In this case, the keys are the target names and their values are hash tables of compounds to probabilities. Unlike the previous output formats, Redis is actually a daemon that can be accessed via a UNIX or TCP/IP socket. The Redis protocol is very simple, so sending commands is very fast with little overhead. The Redis server can handle a very large number of concurrent connections, so the second criterion is satisfied. As with the other formats, Redis clients exist for all languages considered. Finally, pointing different nodes at the same Redis server is a trivial way to merge output.

In the Redis protocol, every command sent by the client results in a reply sent by the server. This turned out to be an issue — especially when accessing the Redis server over the network. We implemented a simple batching protocol, which resulted in a significant speedup.

A comparison of the throughput and output size of the various output formats can be seen in Fig. 3. These timings were gathered by running the Parzen–Rosenblatt predictor on the same set of 3,000 targets, generating probabilities for a set of 10,000 compounds. Every timing reported is the median of fifteen runs, there were no significant outliers. For the first two formats, input was from files on local scratch storage and output was to local scratch storage. For Redis, measurements were made using a server running on localhost. The Redis server was completely flushed before every run. Note that all these formats group their output by target, each of which has a list of (compound ID, probability) pairs. The Compound ID is expressed as a 27-byte InChiKey, so every pair needs at least 31 bytes. The absolute minimum storage required for these formats is then 10,000 × 3,000 × 31 bytes ≈ 930 MB.

As can be seen from the graph, flat files are the best file format with regards to both size and time spent creating them. Their biggest weakness is random access, but to analyze one target, the analysis scripts will load the entire file in memory first anyway.

V. Evaluation

In this section we compare S-CHEMO against the original pipeline, both using the same binaries from the original Janssen pipeline. All test runs were made using the ExaScience cluster at the ExaScience Life Lab, Leuven, Belgium. This cluster consists of 30 nodes, each equipped with dual 6-core Intel® X5660 Xeon® CPU with 12 hardware threads each @ 2.80GHz and 96 GB of RAM. Communication between nodes was done using a standard gigabit network connection. The dataset used has 3,000 targets and 330,000 compounds as previously mentioned. The chunk size specified was 10,000,

```scala
val compounds = Source.fromFile(compoundsFile).getLines.toArray
val numChunks = compounds.size / config.chunkSize
val compoundsRDD = sparkContext.parallelize(compounds, numChunks)
// compoundsRDD : RDD[MoleculeId] = [ABC, DEF, ...]
val partitionsRDD = compounds.glom.zipWithIndex
// partitionsRDD : RDD[(Array[MoleculeId], Long)] =
// { ([ABC, DEF, ...], 1), ([XXX, YYY, ...], 2), ... }
val fusedRDD = partitionsRDD map { partition =>
  val predicted = predictors map { predictor =>
    predictor.predict(partition)
  }
  return fusePrediction(predicted)
}
// fusedRDD : RDD[File]
val finalFused = fusedRDD reduce { (f1,f2) => mergeFused(f1,f2) }
```

Fig. 2. Implementation of the Chemogenomics pipeline in Apache Spark

3http://www.hdfgroup.org/hdf5-quest.html#mthread
yielding 32 chunks in total. The remaining compounds are distributed evenly across chunks.

We present our results in fig. 4. The X axis lists the number of nodes allocated to computation, the Y axis represents the total time taken in minutes. The first two results were made by running the predictors in series in one node, then on three nodes using GNU Parallel [24]. These results are respectively the sum of all prediction times, and the longest prediction time. The rest of the graph depicts the time taken for running S-CHEMO on 1 through 8 nodes. As can be seen, the total time taken to calculate all probabilities decreases roughly linearly with the number of nodes. The speedup for S-CHEMO on up to twenty nodes is reported in fig. 5, and the values are shown in the appendix, in table I. The jumps at 11 and 16 nodes can be explained by the number of partitions (32) in the experiment, as fewer rounds are needed.

Note that S-CHEMO with two nodes outperforms the simple parallel case with two or three nodes: the reason is that one of the predictors takes a longer time to run during which the other two nodes are idle. By contrast, the “Spark-2” case always keeps both nodes busy because it works with smaller partitions.

Let us revisit the problems listed in section II.

Problem 1: Using multiple nodes
The Spark runtime automatically distributes work on a per-partition basis to nodes in the cluster. The programmer does not need to write any code for distribution or parallelism, only use the built-in transformations on RDDs.

Problem 2: Intermediate storage
The use of intermediate storage is drastically reduced as compared to original pipeline, as all predictors are run in series on the same machine. The resulting fused predictor can immediately be validated, while other stages are still running. This frees up machines and disk space for use in other experiments.

Problem 3: Job management
The Spark pipeline hides a lot of job management and scheduling from the programmer. When a machine crashes, its jobs are recovered by the scheduler and retried. Crucially, the partitions of an RDD can be recreated at will, or recovered from persistent storage. Compare this to the manual approach where a system administrator needs to identify the jobs that were on the crashed machine and restart them manually. As for monitoring, both the “standalone” cluster that comes with Spark and more advanced deployment options enable system administrators to monitor running tasks.

Problem 4: Folds and sampling
Instead of generating the folds beforehand and distributing them to worker nodes, we can distribute the original dataset and have worker nodes create the folds on-demand. This saves network bandwidth. This is even more important for sampling, where only a few data points are removed and the rest of the dataset stays the same.

One other benefit of using Apache Spark to drive the Chemogenomics pipeline is the ease of development. Because the structure of the code dictates the structure of the execution across multiple machines, a small change can have a profound effect on execution. For example, say that we want to parallelize the execution of the predictors per partition as well. This involves a simple change to the code:

\[
\text{partitionsRDD.crossProduct(predictorsRDD).map \{ (part, pred) => ... \}}
\]

where part and pred are respectively a partition and a predictor object.

For all its benefits, the Spark programming model does have one downside: the programmer cannot indicate how many cores a given transformation or action uses. When the Spark runtime needs to compute the contents of an RDD, it creates one task per partition. The tasks are assigned to the nodes in the cluster which report idle cores. In our case, each task runs a set of predictor programs, each of which performs its work on as many cores as the hardware offers. Because the Spark scheduler is unaware of the cores claimed by the predictor programs, the Spark scheduler can assign jobs to cores in the cluster such that nodes are severely oversubscribed. (for our cluster, it has the potential to launch \(24 \times 24 = 576\) simultaneous threads on one node!)

In order to prevent this, there are two options: restrict the predictor programs to a single core, or reduce the predictor programs active per node. The first can be realized with a “max cores” option supported by the predictor programs. By setting it to one, one predictor program is spawned per core. This is roughly comparable performance-wise: for four nodes it takes 78 minutes for a run instead of 72, but wastes potential work sharing in the multi-threaded predictor programs. The second option makes use of the \texttt{spark.task.cpus} property for the Spark program, which governs the number of cores to use per task. By default it is set to 1, but we can set this number to the number of cores per node, thereby claiming exactly one node per task. This solves the immediate problem, but potentially reduces the parallelism available for regular Spark transformations and actions.

VI. RELATED WORK

As Spark is a relatively new technology, there are only few publications about it. One such publication is [25], which shows and implements two large-scale classification algorithms.
Fig. 4. Time taken to calculate probabilities (in minutes) vs. number of nodes, for regular execution (left) and S-CHEMO (right)

 históricos (regressão logística e uma SVM linear) em cima do Spark. O
artigo também é valioso para novos desenvolvimentos usando Spark: ele
explica como cada recurso Spark pode ser usado para acelerar o algoritmo.
O próximo, SparkSeq [26] é uma plataforma para análise de dados de sequência usando Spark. Os autores afirmam que seus principais
benefícios são manter os dados na memória em vez do disco e que isso permite análise interativa. Finalmente, [27] é tanto uma
introdução acessível ao Spark e um resumo de projetos de Spark
“em campo”.

Um dos idiomas mencionados na visão geral de Bux et al. [20] é o idioma Swift [28], que se descreve como “um scripts.
idioma projetado para compor aplicativos em paralelo e aplicáveis a
execução em multiprocessadores, clusters, grids, clouds, e supercomputadores”. Em Swift, a execução de um programa externo é
expressa no mesmo nível que funções em idiomas de programação ordinário.
Assim que os input e output de esses programas são expressos em Swift, seu intérprete pode automaticamente
paraleliza e pipeline o fluxo de trabalho expressado. Swift também leva o cuidado de mover dados para onde as computações
são realizadas. Em nosso cenário, isso é de fato uma desvantagem
como queremos evitar o movimento dos resultados intermediários. Adicionalmente, manipulações complexas
em Swift exigem um custo significativo de desenvolvimento, seja em Swift ou em um
ambiente externo.

Em um nível mais baixo, GNU Parallel [24] poderia ser usado para
executar o pipeline de Genômica de Química em várias máquinas. Este ferramenta
pode executar comandos em paralelo em um arquivo-per-exemplo ou um arquivo-
record base e retira os outputs. Há limitada suporte
para pipelining e scheduling, mas desenvolvendo e mantendo
um pipeline com GNU Parallel não é trivial. Por contraste, Spark
exploita parallelism e pipelining via a construção de diferentes RDDs. Além disso, ela é embutido em um propósito-
grama

VII. CONCLUSÃO

Em este artigo discutimos o projeto Genômica de Química
dentro da Janssen Pharamaceutica no contexto de screening virtual,
uma maneira mais eficaz de descobrir fármacos. Este
problema tenta extrapolar candidatos para trabalhar em
um determinado alvo de laboratório de atividade de laboratório
determinada no laboratório. O pipeline existente foi implementado
como um conjunto de programas separados que se comunicam
com arquivos planos em formato plano. Mudar esses programas
para funcionar em um cluster multi-node não era possível,
devido a recursos de engenharia gastos em novos previsores.

Para levar esse pipeline a mais nós, desenvolvido S-CHEMO,
ou implementação do mesmo pipeline usando Apache Spark [11]. Mostramos benchmarks que provaram
que S-CHEMO escalonar linearmente dado o número de nós. Nossa implementação partições a previsão laboratório entre os
vários compostos e imediatamente produz o resultado fusão.
Isto significa que os dados intermediários é consumida
immediatamente novamente nos nós que produzem, economizando
Tempo ebandwidth da rede.

Depois do sucesso inicial em executar uma execução do pipeline de Genômica de Química
usando Apache Spark, planejamos levar o passo um
passo mais alto e também usá-lo para testar a otimização
parâmetros inherent to Genômica de Química. Afirmamos que,
utilizando técnicas well-known de aprendizado de máquina, uma
Spark-driven explorar o espaço de parâmetros irá produzir
resultados melhores e mais rápidos. Isso é especialmente importante
nas grandes esp汗水 parametrizadas conectadas a algoritmos
mais lentos, como SVM [13]-[15] será usado. Estes
stronger learners will also need more fine-grained partitioning and scheduling.
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Fig. 5. Speedup results for Spark. We can observe almost linear speedup up to eight nodes and a 13x speedup for sixteen nodes.
BENCHMARK RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total time (m)</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shell-1</td>
<td>345.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell-2</td>
<td>173.40</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell-3</td>
<td>172.90</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-1</td>
<td>273.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-2</td>
<td>141.57</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-3</td>
<td>97.10</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-4</td>
<td>71.65</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-5</td>
<td>61.65</td>
<td>4.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-6</td>
<td>52.33</td>
<td>5.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-7</td>
<td>44.87</td>
<td>6.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-8</td>
<td>36.97</td>
<td>7.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-9</td>
<td>37.13</td>
<td>7.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-10</td>
<td>36.63</td>
<td>7.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-11</td>
<td>28.37</td>
<td>9.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-12</td>
<td>28.43</td>
<td>9.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-13</td>
<td>28.38</td>
<td>9.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-14</td>
<td>27.98</td>
<td>9.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-15</td>
<td>27.30</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-16</td>
<td>20.67</td>
<td>13.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-17</td>
<td>19.53</td>
<td>13.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-18</td>
<td>19.30</td>
<td>14.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-19</td>
<td>19.05</td>
<td>14.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-20</td>
<td>19.23</td>
<td>14.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>